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Abstract
AWireless Mesh Network (WMN) can provide Internet connectivity to end users through heterogenous access network tech-
nologies. However, the mobility of mobile nodes across these access networks in WMNs results in service disruption. Existing
mobility management protocols are designed for single hop networks and are centralized in nature. A Distributed IP-based
Mobility Management Protocol (DIMMP) is proposed in this paper that provides seamless mobility with service continuation for
mobile nodes when they roam across WMNs. Instead of relying on a centralized mobility anchor, the mobility functionality is
distributed at multiple nodes in the WMN, in order to reduce the chances of potential single point of failure. The proposed
protocol manages both types of mobilities i.e. intra-WMN and inter-WMN and uses a new enhanced route optimization proce-
dure. Simulation results show that this work has contributed by improving the performance of handoff procedure with respect to
handoff latency, packet loss and signalling overhead, as compared to the existing protocols.

Keywords Wireless mesh network . Route optimization . Distributed mobility management . Handoff latency . Signalling
overhead

1 Introduction

With the proliferation of mobile devices, wireless connectivity
has become ubiquitous. Hence, due to an increase in the vari-
ety of mobile devices, the classical opinion of having wired
connectivity in the Internet is now changed and new scenarios
of mobile applications have emerged. In this regard, more and
more Internet services of both conventional and novel types
are being smoothly accessed using various mobile devices

through wide deployment of wireless networks. The Internet
is extending its coverage area, which brings more opportuni-
ties for the service providers and the network operators to
expand their network. For users, this means more benefits
and conveniences in their work and daily life.

In addition, the evolution of 4G wireless networks, all-time
access and seamless mobility across different networks, like
WLAN, WiMAX, UMTS and WWAN etc., are desirable [1,
2]. For example, mobility from a cellular network to a
satellite-based network or to a high bandwidth WLAN is pos-
sible. Utilizing this attribute, users will benefit from features
like access to different services, increased coverage, and all-
time access with more reliable wireless access that will work
even in the failure of one or more networks. Due to this ver-
satility, the Internet users want to use the best access network,
according to their preferences network characteristics or their
own preferences. This leads to the deployment of Wireless
Mesh Network (WMN), which allows self-healing [3], fast,
easy and affordable network deployment due to its adhoc na-
ture and provides all-time Internet access to mobile devices
using the heterogeneous access networks [4].

The WMNs are multi-hop wireless networks that have the
capabilities of self-healing and self-configuration. Just like
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mobile adhoc network (MANET) and wireless sensor net-
work (WSN), the hosts of a WMNmay rely on each other to
maintain network connectivity in adhoc manner. Unlike
MANET and WSN, in WMNs according to functionalities
and roles the nodes can be divided into two types: wireless
mesh routers and wireless mesh clients. Mesh clients are
the end nodes which can enter or leave the WMN at any
time. These are the mobile nodes having user applications
running on them and connect to the Internet through the
connection provided by the WMN. Example of these de-
vices includes smart phones, laptops, PDAs and sensor
nodes etc. Whereas, wireless mesh router performs some
additional routing functions for supporting mesh network-
ing in addition to the routing functionalities as a simple
wireless router, as discussed by Akyildiz et al. [5]. These
WMN routers can be categorized into three main catego-
ries: router with gateway functionality, relay routers and
access routers. The mesh routers that are connected to the
backbone Internet are termed as Mesh Border Gateways
(MBG). Relay routers are used to forward data between
gateway routers and access routers. The access routers usu-
ally provide the last hop connectivity to the mesh clients in
WMN. On the basis of functionality of nodes, [5] has
discussed that the WMN can be divided into three types.
Focus of this this work is the Infrastructure WMN (IWMN)
which is shown in Fig. 1.

In the last two decades, research community started work-
ing to resolve the issues related to interoperable wireless net-
works such as access, handoff, location and resource coordi-
nation, quality of service, wireless security and authentication,
in order to provide the Internet services through different ac-
cess technologies. To address these issues for implementing
the features required, the vital role will be of network archi-
tectures. When using this architecture of Internet with hetero-
geneous access networks, a Mobile Node (MN) can move
from one access network to another. Hence, the communica-
tion that was established previously with a Correspondent
Node (CN) remains no longer active due to change in its point
of attachment, which results in its Internet Protocol (IP) ad-
dress change. Since the IP addresses of communicating nodes
are used for the association between them, hence all on-going
communications will be inactive when IP address of one of the
communicating parties changes due to mobility [5]. Hence,
mobility management process is essential for service
continuation.

The paper is planned as follows. In Section 2, motivation of
doing research in this area is discussed. Section 3 analysed the
related work and highlighted the shortcomings in the litera-
ture. In Section 4, the working of proposed protocol DIMMP
is given. Section 5 modelled the signalling overhead of
DIMMP and Section 5.2.1 presents the performance analysis.
Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion along with future re-
search directions.

2 Motivation

A mobility management protocol allows users to roam across
heterogeneous access networks while simultaneously offering
them incoming session requests and supporting sessions in
progress [6]. To achieve this objective, mobility management
can be further classified into two categories: traditional mo-
bility management in single hop networks and mobility man-
agement in multi-hop networks. The problem of mobility is
also faced in the multi-hop WMNs, just like traditional wire-
less networks. The reason is that, the transmission range of
wireless antennas used in WMNs is still limited. In a mobile
environment, the mesh clients will have free mobility; there-
fore, the question of how to maintain connectivity of network
applications active is very important in the mobile
environment.

The performance of existing solutions for mobility
management protocols like Mobile IP and its variants is
not good in WMNs. A simulation based evaluation was
carried in [7] for Mobile IPv4 in the WMNs. Their find-
ings disclosed significant increase in the handoff latency
when number of wireless hops were increased between
MN and wired Internet [7]. It was also shown through
simulation that handoff latency of the network layer is
more affected than the link-layer handoff latency due to
multi-hop nature of WMN. It is due to the latency of route
discovery and amount of global signalling messages
propagation.

The reason for this degraded performance of existing mo-
bility management protocols is that they are based on a cen-
tralized architecture which rely, to a certain extent, on central-
ized entity for mobility signalling and data forwarding. Due to
this centralized architecture, mobility management protocols
are vulnerable to several limitations, as discussed in [8] and
[9]:

& Less or non-optimal and long routes.
& Signalling overhead (that results in handoff latencies).
& Higher vulnerability due to the presence of a probable

single point of failure and potential bottleneck.

In comparison to the traditional mobility management,
multi-hop wireless networks, require connection manage-
ment in addition to the basic mechanisms of mobility man-
agement, as presented by [10] and [11]. It refers to the route
reconfiguration and resource management. Also, the mobil-
ity of mesh terminal nodes (clients) may be intra-WMN or it
may be inter-WMN (from one operator’s mesh network to
another operator’s mesh network) [12]. Unfortunately, the
mobility management approaches in literature either try to
solve the intra-WMN mobility or the inter-WMN mobility.
Even in some cases both types of mobility are handled,
however the inter-WMN mobility is usually achieved
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through Mobile IPv6 that practices global signalling using
return routability based route optimization. The return
routability introduces high handoff latency, overhead of
signalling and packet loss in the handoff [13].

Because of the above discussed complications in handover
process, design and development of a new mobility manage-
ment mechanism is desirable that exploits the features of the
WMN for multi-hop and have no dependence on a central
network entity, rather is distributed in nature. The goal is to
minimize the handoff latency by maximizing the mobility
anchor points availability without producing coordination
overhead.

3 Related work

For the last several years, research community is working
on mobility management in WMN and they have proposed
many solutions to manage this problem. Some of the well-
known solutions from literature, their pros and cons are
debated here.

3.1 Mobility management solutions for WMN

Boukerche and Zhang [14] and Majumder et al. [15],
discussed that the mobility management protocols for
WMNs can be categorized into three major categories, that
is, tunnelling-based, routing-based, and multicasting-based.

3.1.1 Tunnelling-based solutions

These solutions support the mobility by managing the IP ad-
dress change of MNs. These solutions use a hierarchical ar-
chitecture in the WMN, where a high-level mobility anchor
node adds an additional IP header, encapsulates the packet and
then forwards to a lower anchor node in the hierarchy. The
low-level anchor node removes the extra IP header by
decapsulation and forwards to the destination MN. Usually,
the new wireless mesh router to which MN attached after
mobility serves as low-level anchor node and the previous
mesh router from which MN moved serves as the high-level
anchor node. Some of the well-known tunnelling-based mo-
bility management solutions for WMN are proposed in
[16–22]. Major problems with these solutions are the over-
head of encapsulation and decapsulation and dependence up-
on some centralized mobility anchor up in the network
hierarchy.

3.1.2 Routing-based solutions

These solutions modify the multi-hop routing protocol to
facilitate the handoff. The routing tables are updated for the
re-establishment of connection after the handoff. Usually,
such solutions work with the assumption that MN does not
change its IP address due to mobility and are deployed for
intra-WMN mobility. In this situation, the routing informa-
tion is updated in the mesh routers for the new location of
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MN. Some of these solutions are discussed in [23–30] and
[31]. Problem with these solutions is that, these can only be
used in scenarios where MN does not change its IP address
while mobility and are restricted to intra-WMN mobility
only.

PaRtIal path establishment based handover Management
tEchnique (PRIME) [23] aims to catch a node (crossover
node) from the old path, having a route to the target Base
Station (BS) of the MN with the required bandwidth. To
process the handoff, the routing tables of crossover node are
updates accordingly. The IMeX [32] is a routing-based
solution that supports both intra and inter-WMN mobility. It
facilitates parallel execution of handoff from multilayers, and
uses a data caching procedure in order to ensure minimum
packet loss during the handoff. The proposed IMeX uses the
Mesh Routers (MRs) and groups them into linked groups
which are rooted at each gateway MR. Each group corre-
sponds to a different subnet and MRs have a different IP
address prefix belonging to different groups. The Xcast-
based Group Routers (XGRs), which are special MRs, belong
to more than one subnets and are furnished with multiple IP
addresses and each IP corresponding to a different subnet. The
handoff for intra-WMN mobility is performed efficiently in
PRIME and IMeX, however, in the case of inter-WMN
mobility there is no common crossover node or XGR between
the old and the new subnet that can manage the L3 delays. In
such case, Mobile IPv6 will be used that causes delays and
overhead and consequences to possible bottleneck and single
point of failure.

Pointer forwarding based solutions are also discussed in
literature [33–37] that are the variants of routing-based solu-
tions. In these mobility solutions, the entire routing informa-
tion is not updated in the mesh network rather a pointer is
forwarded for each handoff from one access mesh router to
another.

3.1.3 Multicast-based solutions

The mobility management protocols which use multicast are
proposed in [38] and [39] for WMN. These solutions assign
the access routers (old and new) to the multicast group and
data is received by both access routers for smooth handoff.
These solutions have a general problem of multicast overhead
and restrict the mobility to intra-WMN.

3.2 Distributed mobility management solutions

In 2010 research community realized the problem of potential
bottleneck and single point of failure for existing mobility
management solutions and started working on distributed mo-
bility management. In this context, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) renamed and re-chartered the Mobility
Extensions for IPv6 (MEXT) working group as the

Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) working group in
2011 in the IETF82 meeting. The work being done in this
working group is at initial stages and only the requirements
for distributed mobility management have been standardized
[40]. The other solutions being proposed as individual drafts
are not mature and need a lot of work.

Some distributed mobility management solutions have
also been proposed in literature. These include [41–49]
and [50]. Majority of these solutions provide local mobility
services within a domain. Even in the case that some pro-
vide global mobility service, they are based on tunnelling
and have not provided any route optimization mechanism
that results in handoff latency and signalling overhead.
Also, these solutions are proposed for single hop networks
and are based of existing Mobile IPv6 and its variants,
hence suffers for performance degradation when used in
the WMNs, as discussed by [7].

4 Protocol operation

To address the problems of mobility management protocols
discussed in previous section, this section attempts to propose
a new fully distributed mobility management protocol for
WMN. For this purpose, Distributed IP-based Mobility
Management Protocol (DIMMP) with six components is pro-
posed. Each component of DIMMP is discussed in detail in
the upcoming sub-sections. Using these components, the mo-
bility functionality is distributed to multiple wireless MBGs,
Mobility Anchor Routers (MARs) and at the end nodes in the
network without relying on a centralized network entity. The
aim is tominimize the service disruption (handoff latency) and
Single Point of Failure (SPOF), signalling overhead
(Sig_ovrehead), packet loss (Pkt_loss) and to maximize the
security. The objective function is defined as per [51, 52] in
Eq. 1.

4.1 MBG discovery and registration

After entering an access network in the WMN, MN first gets
an IP address. MN must keep record of the MBGs through
which it is connected to the Internet in the WMN, so that MN
can interact with these MBGs for session continuity. To keep
this record, MN performs the MBG discovery process.

For MBG discovery, MN sends the Gateway Solicitation
message Mj towards MBGs which are part of a multicast
group in the WMN. This message is just like Home Agent
(HA) Discovery message used in the Mobile IPv6. The source
address of the Gateway Solicitation message is typically the
Home Address (HoA) of the MN if MN is being attached to
the WMN for the first time or it may be the MN’s Care-of

(1)
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Address (CoA) if the MN has already done mobility from its
home network earlier.

The MBGs must respond back to the MN’s Solicitation mes-
sage and unicast the encrypted Solicitation Acknowledgement
(ACK) message to the respective MN directly on the source
address that MN has chosen for Solicitation. The MN, upon
receiving, decrypts the Solicitation ACK message and keeps
record of the IP address of each MBG from which it has
received an ACK by updating its MBG list. Each MN main-
tains a data structure, MBG list, to keep a record of the serving
MBGs. In case of intra-WMN mobility, MN will be depend-
ing on these MBGs for its session continuity. The reason to
encrypt the messages and to authenticate the MBGs by the
MN is to avoid the intruders to get control of the MNs and
the MBGs. Algorithm 1 describes the wireless MBG
Discovery and Registration procedure. It is assumed that ac-
cess to Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) through the WMN is
available.

4.2 Correspondent node compatibility

The CN compatibility test is performed for the calculation of
shared secret Token, and to check whether CN supports
DIMMP or not. For this purpose, signalling is performed at
the start of communication between MN and the CN. This
compatibility status of CN will help to reduce the handoff
latency and signalling overhead during the handoff process.

Algorithm 2 shows this procedure where the shared secret
key K is computed from public keys k, which are computed
using the Complex Conversion Routine Encoding (CCRE)
and the permutation function applied on 128 bits (P128).
The process is done through Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
key exchange through the option negotiation. The protocol
messages for the proposed CN compatibility, Node Status
Request (NS_REQ) and Node Status Response (NS_RES),
are carried within the IPv6 Mobility Header [53]. The CN
compatibility details can be read from [54] and the
Algorithm 2 defines this process for the initiator and responder
sides separately and Fig. 2 shows the message exchange.

4.3 Link status classification & data caching

DIMMP employs the fuzzy logic based link status classifica-
tion mechanism as explained in our previous works [55, 56].
The link status classification system uses fuzzy input variables
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), velocity, distance
and bit error rate and classifies the link status as active, about-
to-break and broken. Based on link status, the data caching of
DIMMP is triggered. Using this procedure, if the link status is
about-to-break and MN has no option for connectivity to any
alternate access network, means MN is present in a non-
overlapping coverage access region, then the MN sends
Cache Requestmessage to the serving MBGs in order to buff-
er the incoming packets for the particular IP address that may
not be available after some time. TheMBGs which are receiv-
ing data for that MN from the Internet start buffering the
incoming packets destined to that IP address, mentioned in
the Cache Request message, and respond with Cache ACK
message.

Fig. 2 CN compatibility message
exchange
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In case of broken link status, MN does not send the Cache
Requestmessage as it is not reachable at its previous location.
Similarly, whenMN is present in overlapping access region of
two or more access networks, thenMN has already performed
the Layer 2 connectivity and can get a new IP address (Layer 3
connectivity) in the new network. As MN is still reachable
through old network and can receive data, hence there is no
need to send the Cache Request message.

4.4 IP-layer handoff management

Handoff management by DIMMP is performed in a distribut-
ed manner which is achieved through multiple MBGs, MARs
and the end nodes. It is assumed that the link-layer handoff
follows the legacy handoff procedures in the client network.
However, to trigger the IP-layer handoff, link status classifi-
cation and gateway discovery and registration procedures are
used. The intra-WMN and inter-WMN handoff are executed
in a different manner.

4.4.1 Intra-WMN handoff management

In case of MN’s mobility across access networks within the
administrative domain of a single WMN, the entry and exit
points (MBGs) for all access networks with the rest of the
Internet remains unchanged. Hence, Mobile IPv6’s return
routability and route optimization procedure to update the
binding entries at the CNs create extra signalling overhead.
The reason is that, there is no direct path between the MN and

the CN except the path through the MBGs. The only way to
perform handoff with an optimal cost, in this case, is to update
the binding entry at the MBGs.

In the case of MN’s mobility across non-overlapping cov-
erage access regions, when the MN moves out of the old
access network for which the Cache Request was sent to the
gateways, then the old IP address remains no longer active for
communication and the link status becomes broken. After
entering a new access network, MN performs the layer 2 con-
nectivity and gets a new IP address (layer 3 connectivity).
Now, MN sends the Add IP Request message to the MBGs
from its new IP address (CoA), to record a binding entry
between the old IP (HoA) and the new IP address (CoA).
The MBG sends back the Add IPACK to the MN. This is just
like the Binding Update (BU) message used in Mobile IPv6
and its variants, but the difference is that it is sent to all the
serving MBGs. Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram for the
intra-WMN handoff execution in non-overlapped coverage
access regions.

However, only an Add IP Request message is sent by MN
to the MBG in case two where MN is moving across overlap-
ping access regions. An Add IPACKmessage is received from
the MBG. This process is explained in Fig. 4. The control
packets are encrypted using the public private key pair to
ensure secure communication between MN and the MBG
[57]. The control packets sent from MN to the MBG are
encrypted first using the MN’s private key and then MBG’s
public key, which guarantees that only authenticated MN has
sent the message and integrity of message is assured.

4.4.2 Inter-WMN handoff management

The DIMMP executes optimal inter-WMN handoff using an
enhanced route optimization procedure. This process utilizes
the status of CN compatibility determined through
Algorithm 2. When a MN receives a new Gateway
Solicitation ACK message with a new MBG IP address that
it has not received earlier, then MN concludes that it has en-
tered in a new access network which is part of a newWMN. In
this case, MN checks the status of CN’s compatibility for
DIMMP.

In the case, when CN does not support the DIMMP or to
receive the buffered data from the old WMN gateway, MN
sends Add IP Request Forward (FWD) message to the new
gateway, containing the IP addresses of old serving mesh
gateways. New MBG, upon receiving this message, sends
Add IP Request to gateways previously serving the MN in
the old WMN. This procedure will decrease the handoff con-
trol signalling as compared to the Mobile IPv6, where control
signalling is also performed between HA and the CN for re-
turn routability based route optimization. Figure 5 shows the
sequence diagram for the handoff execution in this case.
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In the other case, when CN also supports DIMMP then there
is no need to route the packets through the old MBGs, rather
Time based One-Time Password Route Optimization (TOTP-
RO) is done. Here, MN interacts with the CN directly as ex-
plained next in the enhanced route optimization procedure.

4.4.3 Enhanced route optimization

In the Time based One-Time Password Route Optimization
(TOTP-RO) enhancement, two phases are used. In the first
phase, signalling is performed at the start of communication
between MN and the CN. This signalling is used to check the
compatibility of CN for DIMMP and for the calculation of
shared secret Token, as already explained in Algorithm 2. In
the second phase, MN communicates with the DIMMP com-
patible CNs directly by sending Modified Binding Update
(MBU) message. The MBU message contains the

authentication information as well in addition to the original
binding update information. This authentication information
includes a One-Time Token (OTT) and Timestamp. Figure 6
shows the header format forMBUmessage. The details of the
enhanced route optimization are discussed in our previous
work [13].

The MBU header contains additional fields Timestamp,
OTT and OTT Lifetime in comparison to standard BU header.
Timestamp is the timestamp, OTT is a 3 Bytes field that con-
tains the OTT value and OTT Lifetime is the lifetime for the
OTT value contained in the preceding field.

TheOTT in Eq. 2 is generated using the time based one-time
password (TOTP) technique [58] by concatenating the shared
secret Token, MN’s HoA, CoA and the Timestamp [13, 54].

OTT ¼ TOTP MD5 TokenjHoAjCoAjTimestampð Þ½ � ð2Þ

Fig. 3 Intra-WMN handoff
execution across non-overlapped
coverage access regions

Fig. 4 Intra-WMN handoff
execution across overlapped
coverage access regions
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Upon receiving the MBU message from a MN, the CN
computes its own OTT taking the HoA and timestamp from
the received packet and shared secret Token value from its
local CN compatibility list. The verification is performed by
comparing the computedOTTwith the receivedOTT value. If
both OTT values are matched, CN updates the Binding Cache
with a binding entry for MN’s HoA and CoA and sends the
Binding ACK, if the Acknowledge (A) bit is set by the sending
MN. The HoA is not communicated through theMBU header;
rather it is mentioned in the home address option which is
carried in the Destination Option extension header [53] in
the base IPv6 packet. Also, the CoA in not explicitly men-
tioned in the MBU message and it is taken from the source
address field of the received IPv6 packet. After successfully
updating the binding entry, the CN sends data to the MN’s
new location (CoA) directly using Type 2 Routing header
[53]. Figure 7 shows the sequence of message flow inter-
WMN handoff execution with enhanced TOTP-RO procedure
when CN supports DIMMP.

To achieve signalling optimization, in the proposed TOTP-
RO the Route Optimization signalling are performed only once

for a handoff unless there is any need to authenticate the other
party. To keep the binding entries at the CN alive, the DIMMP
compatible CN does not perform the periodic Binding Refresh
Request (BRReq) procedure such as performed by Mobile
IPv6, rather the CN and theMBG determine the life of binding
entry. When the binding lifetime expires at the CN then it
monitors the network traffic for that particular binding entry.
If there is no network traffic for a particular MN, for which
there exists a binding entry and binding lifetime has expired,
then CN sends BRReq to MN. In case, there exists traffic then
CN simply updates the binding lifetime to its previous value
without sending any Binding Refresh Request to the MN. The
MN, upon receiving the Binding Refresh Request message
will perform the route optimization procedure in which MBU
message is sent to the CN directly.

To handle the binding lifetime at the MBG, while MN
sends Add IP Request message to the MBG it adds a flag in
it that whether anyMBUmessage has also been sent to the CN
or not. In case, option states that a MBU message has also
been sent to the CN then the MBG will forward the buffered
data to MN’s new location and will delete the binding entry

Fig. 5 Inter-WMN handoff
execution when CN has no
support for DIMMP

Fig. 6 Modified binding update
header format [13]
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after forwarding all the buffered data. In the other case, when
option states that the MN has not sent any MBU message to
CN, the MBG keeps the binding entry and handles it just like
handled by the CN. Hence, no additional control traffic is
introduced by the DIMMP to keep the binding entries alive
at the CN and at the MBG. Algorithm 3 shows the overall
handoff process at different nodes.

4.5 Connection management

Once the MN successfully performs Layer2 and Layer3
connectivity after moving into new network, mobility con-
trol messages are forwarded to MBGs and CN. For sending
these messages, WMN requires a route from MN to the
wired Internet. The routing protocols for different types of
adhoc networks are evaluated in previous works [59, 60].
The two main types of protocols, proactive and reactive
have their own certain pros and cons. Using these protocols,
mobility creates significant coordination overhead and sig-
nalling traffic which results in the increased handoff latency
and overhead.

The connection management in the context of mobility
management in WMN refers to the path maintenance with
minimum cost in the adhoc part of the WMN. To avoid the
problem of broadcast and delay in route discovery and estab-
lishment, the MARs are used in the Infrastructure WMN, for
transferring the packets to/from MN’s new location. The con-
cept of dividing the WMN into subnets [32] was used and the
WMN is divided into clusters in our technique. Each MAR
serves as the cluster head. The MAR has some additional
functionality as compared to the traditional cluster head de-
scribed in [61]. This additional function of MAR is to handle
the MN’s mobility within the WMN. The new mechanism
works in a similar manner as described in [61] except that
the MN’s does not belong to any cluster because MN is at-
tached to the last mesh router (AP or BS) in the infrastructure
mode. So, MN’s movement information is not being populat-
ed in the WMN. For this purpose, the last mesh router (to
which MN is attached) notifies the MAR that it has a route
to the MN. The MAR assumes that this mesh router has path
or link to the other MAR or MN itself.

When the MN moves to a new network and attaches
itself to a mesh router (AP/BS), it does not perform any
route discovery process. Rather, it just sends the handoff
control message (Add IP Request or MBU) to the attached
mesh router. The first mesh router which is part of some
cluster, instead of broadcasting the route request generates
the route request to its MAR. If the MAR knows the path to
the destination or is itself the destination, then it responds
with a route reply, otherwise it forwards the route request to
all neighbour MARs. Passing the route request to neighbour
MARs reduces the broadcast in the WMN to save the scarce
wireless resources, as the other nodes which are not the
MARs will not further broadcast the message and will dis-
card it. If the MAR knows the path to destination, it will
generate a route reply on the backward path, otherwise it
will pass the route request to the neighbour MAR, until it
reaches the destination (MBG) and responded back with a
route reply on the same path.

The route request message also contains additional infor-
mation about MN’s previous location. If a MN has changed its
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network location and is going through the handoff, then the
route request message will also contain the information of its
previous network’s IP address (HoA). When a MAR receives
such route request and if it was involved in any routing of
packets to MN’s previous location, then it generates a Route
Error message. Before forwarding the route request message
further, MAR sets the MAR Route Error bit in the message.
The purpose of setting this bit in route request message is to
avoid generation of further Route Error messages by the other
MARs on the path to the MBG.

The Route Error message generated by the MAR also
contains additional information of MN’s new and old IP
addresses as compared to the traditional Route Error mes-
sage. This Route Error message is for the intra-WMN CNs
which were communicating with the MN. When a CN in-
side the WMN receives such Route Error message, it gen-
erates a new route request for the MN but this time with the
new IP address. Hence, intra-WMN communications are
restored without any additional control signalling between
the MN, CNs and the MBGs. For Internet-based communi-
cation, the Add IP Request and MBUmessages still work in
the similar manner as described in the IP-layer handoff
management sub-section.

4.6 Distributed location management

The proposed protocol DIMMP also distributes the location
information to local location databases and global location
database. Local location database resides in the MBGs and

global location database resides in the Internet. Location up-
date depends upon the type of mobility, the MN is currently
going through. In the case of intra-WMN mobility, MN up-
dates the local location database in the gateway through the
Add IP Request message. No additional control signalling is
being introduced by the DIMMP for location update. In the
case of outward mobility from WMN, the MN should inform
the global location server about its location change. This glob-
al location update is done with Domain Name System (DNS)
dynamic update.

After the mobility of the MN, if a session request for MN is
initiated from inside the sameWMN in which MN is residing,
then local location database serves the request and informs the
initiator node the IP address of responder node. This decreases
the delay in session delivery time, as location request query is
handled locally.

5 Signalling overhead of DIMMP

There are two main classes of mobility related signalling over-
head in in wireless networks: 1) One is for mobility and the
other is 2) when MN exchanges control messages without
moving out.. In the first case, the overhead is generated when
a MN performs handoff updates. In the latter one, to refresh
the binding entries at the mobility anchor points overhead is
for the advertisement messages periodically broadcasted by
the mobility anchor points and for the control messages
exchanged.

Fig. 7 Inter-WMN handoff
execution when CN supports
DIMMP
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5.1 Signalling overhead due to mobility

Mobility of a node results in the exchange of signalling
messages by the mobility management protocol. These sig-
nalling messages are exchanged to resume the communica-
tion at MN’s new location and usually involve interaction
between MN, CN and the mobility anchor points. Similarly,
to deliver data at MN’s new location also requires addition
of some extra header bytes with the original packet. It also
causes the overhead. Hence, using the model of Makaya
and Pierre [62] and Makaya et al. [63], total mobility based
signalling overhead for DIMMP, CMobility, can be modelled
as the sum of overhead generated for mobility control mes-
sages (CIP_Update) and the overhead for data delivery at new
location (CDD).

CMobility ¼ CIP Update þ CDD ð3Þ

where:
CIP_Update is the control signalling overhead for updating

binding at MBG (Add IP Request) and at CN (MBU).
(CDD) is the data packets delivery overhead at MN’s new

location. Symbols used in this section are shown in Table 1.

5.1.1 IP update or modified binding update overhead

Using the model of [63] which is developed for mobility of a
MN across subnets of a given access network, changes have

been made to model the behaviour of a MN moving across
WMNs. Let μA be the access network crossing rate and μM
represents the WMN crossing rate. In case of crossing the
WMN by a MN, the access network is also crossed, hence
the access network crossing rate when MN performs intra-
WMN mobility can be modelled as:

μL ¼ μA−μM ð4Þ

Let A equally divided sub access networks are there in a
WMN and all of them covers such regions that form a
contiguous area, then the WMN crossing rate according
to [64] is:

μM ¼ μAffiffiffi
A

p ð5Þ

Putting the value of μM in Eq. (4):

μL ¼ μA−
μAffiffiffi
A

p
Or

μL ¼
μA

*
ffiffiffi
A

p
−1

� �
ffiffiffi
A

p
ð6Þ

AMN can perform two types of binding updates, based on
the type of mobility: IP Update at MBG (Add IP Request) and
IP Update at CN (MBU). TheMBU is performed to update CN
for inter-WMN mobility when CN has support for DIMMP.
For intra-WMN mobility or CN do no support DIMMP, Add

Table 1 Notations used for
modelling protocol signalling
overhead due to mobility

Notation Description

μA Access network crossing rate

μM WMN crossing rate

A No. of sub access networks in a WMN

M No. of WMNs

CMobility Total signalling overhead due to mobility

CIP_Update Signalling overhead to update binding entries at MBG and the CN

CMBU Signalling overhead to update binding entry at the CN

CAdd_IP Signalling overhead to update binding entry at the MBG

CDD Data delivery overhead at MN’s new location

NGW No. of MBGs

NCN No. of CNs

E(NA) Average no. of access networks crossed

E(NM) Average no. of WMN crossed

SMR Session-to-mobility ratio

λS No. of sessions

Pho Probability of handoff signalling completion

n No. of retries to send control message if it is lost

Sx Size of message x

DTX Data delivery overhead for protocol X

DTA-B Data delivery overhead from node A to node B

Ratio between data and control packets during the handoff process
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IP Request is only performed. The binding entry at the MBG
is updated in any to receive the buffered data from old MBG.
The average binding update overhead cost for Mobile IPv6
was modelled by [62] and [63] using the cost of local and
global signalling. Using those models, the IP Update average
overhead is:

CIP Update ¼ NGW
* E NAð Þ*CAddIP½ � þ NCN E NMð Þ*CMBU½ �

ð7Þ
where:

E(NA) is the average no. of access networks crossed while
residing inside a single WMN.

E(NM) is the average no. of WMNs crossed by a MN dur-
ing an on-going session.

NGW and NCN are the no. of MBGs and no. of CNs with
which MN must communicate for handoff.

CMBU is the overhead of updating the binding at the CN.
CAdd_IP is the overhead of updating the binding entry at the

MBG.
To perform the signalling overhead analysis, [62] has pre-

sented Session-to-Mobility Ratio (SMR). It is defined as the
ratio between the no. of sessions (λS) and the mobility rate
(μA) crossing access networks (no. of handoffs).

SMR ¼ λS

μA
ð8Þ

Using the model of [63], the average number of access
networks crossed while residing inside a WMN and while
crossing the WMN are:

E NAð Þ ¼ μL

λS
and E NMð Þ ¼ μM

λS

Hence, CIP_Update as a function of SMR from Eq. (7), will
be:

CIP Update ¼ NGW*
μL

λS

*CAdd IP

� �
þ NCN*

μM

λS

*CMBU

� �

Putting the values of μL and μM from Eq. (5) and (6):

CIP Update ¼ NGW*
μA

*
ffiffiffi
A

p
−1

� �
λS*

ffiffiffi
A

p *CAdd IP

" #

þ NCN*
μA

λS*
ffiffiffi
A

p *CMBU

� �

From Eq. (8)

1

SMR
¼ μA

λS

Hence,

CIP Update ¼ NGW*

ffiffiffi
A

p
−1

� �
SMR*

ffiffiffi
A

p *CAdd IP

" #

þ NCN*
1

SMR*
ffiffiffi
A

p *CMBU

� �

CIP Update ¼ 1

SMR*
ffiffiffi
A

p * NGW*
ffiffiffi
A

p
−1

� �
*CAdd IP þ NCN*CMBU

� �h i
ð9Þ

In the case of intra-WMN mobility or inter-WMN mo-
bility when the CN do not support DIMMP, no control
signalling is done with the CN for MBU. Hence, the over-
head reduces to:

CIP Update ¼ 1

SMR*
ffiffiffi
A

p NGW*
ffiffiffi
A

p
−1

� �
*CAdd IP

h i
ð10Þ

To calculate the CAdd_IP and CMBU, let Pho represents the
probability that a handoff signalling will complete successful-
ly, then the Add_IP update and MBU signalling overhead for
DIMMP can be expressed as:

CAdd IP ¼ Pho* ∑
i¼1

NGW

SAdd IP Reqi þ SAdd IP ACKi

� � !

þ 1−Phoð Þ* n ∑
j¼1

NGW

SAdd IP Req j

 !
ð11Þ

CMBU ¼ Pho* ∑
i¼1

NCN

SMBUi þ SBAið Þ
 !

þ 1−Phoð Þ* n ∑
j¼1

NCN

SMBU j

 !
ð12Þ

where:
CX is the overhead cost for process X.
NCN is the no. of CNs.
n is the no. of retries in case of failure of send the message.
SX is the size of message X.
The first terms in the Eq. (11) and (12) represent the suc-

cessful packet delivery cost and the second terms represent the
cost for number of failures. For inter-WMN mobility, Add IP
Request FWD overhead is also added.

CAdd IP ¼ Pho* ∑
i¼1

NGW

SAdd IP Reqi þ SAdd IP ACKi þ SAdd IP Req FWDi þ SACKi

� �" #

þ 1−Phoð Þ* n ∑
j¼1

NGW

SAdd IP Req j

" #

ð13Þ
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From Eqs. (11) and (12) total IP Update overhead is:

CIP Update ¼ CAdd IP þ CMBU ð14Þ

5.1.2 Data delivery overhead

To deliver the data at MN’s new location also introduces ad-
ditional overhead. The mechanism adopted for data delivery
during the handoff process results in data delivery overhead
[62]. This overhead is of two types: successful packet delivery
overhead and packet loss overhead. Packet loss may cause
retransmissions that causes an additional use of scarce wire-
less resources [63].

Let DTA-B is the overhead for delivering a data packet from
node A to node B and DTX represents the data delivery over-
head for protocol X. As no data packet is sent to the MN’s old
network, hence there will be no data delivery cost except the
delivering of first data packet to MN in the new access net-
work.

DTDIMMP ¼ DTCN−MNnew ð15Þ

Let η be the ratio between the data and control packets
during the handoff process, then the data delivery overhead
for transferring data at MN’s old location is:

DTCN−MNold ¼ η DTCN−MBG þ DTMBG−MNoldð Þ ð16Þ

For intra-WMN and inter-WMNmobility, the overhead for
delivering data toMN’s new location is shown in eqs. (17) and
(18) respectively.

DTCN−MNnew ¼ η DTCN−MBG þ DTMBG−MNnewð Þ ð17Þ

DTCN−MNnew ¼ η DTCN−MBGold þ DTMBGold−MBGnew þ DTMBGnew−MNnewð Þ
η DTCN−MNnewð Þ

	

ð18Þ

5.2 Signalling overhead without mobility

Even if MN does not move, it performs signalling to keep
track of mobility anchor points. Usually this overhead is for
the announcement messages periodically broadcasted by the
mobility anchor points and also for the control messages to
refresh the binding entries. The notations used in this section
are shown in Table 2.

Total additional overhead cost when MN is not going
through any handover, is:

Ad ohX ¼ CReg X þ CBR X ð19Þ

where:
CReg_X is the cost of registration (HA or MBG registration)

for protocol X.

CBR_X is the cost of performing binding refresh operation
for protocol X.

These two costs are calculated in the next sub-sections.

5.2.1 HA/MBG registration overhead

The MBGs in DIMMP do not perform periodic broadcast for
the advertisement messages. Hence, the overhead for DIMMP
Gateway Discovery and Registration is just for the multicast
signalling performed only once by each MN to discover the
MBG and then response from the MBG. Hence, the overhead
cost of DIMMPMBG discovery with NMN number of MNs in
a particular time interval is:

CMBG Reg DIMMP ¼ ∑
i¼1

NMN

SGW Soli þ ∑
j¼1

NGW

SSol Acki; j

 !
ð20Þ

where:
SGW_Sol is the size of Gateway Solicitation message.
SSol_Ack is the size of Solicitation ACK message.
NGW is the no. of MBGs.

5.2.2 Binding refresh overhead

To keep the binding entries at the CN alive, Mobile IPv6 uses
Binding Refresh Request (BRReq) message.When the binding
lifetime of a MN’s CoA expires and Binding Cache entry is
still active, then the CN sends BRReq message to the MN. As
a result, MN initiates a full return routability procedure that
results in signalling overhead.

When using DIMMP, the CN does not perform any proce-
dure likeMobile IPv6 in which there are sent periodic binding
refresh messages, rather the CN and the MBG determines the
life of binding entry. When a binding lifetime expires at the
CN, then it monitors the network traffic for that particular
binding entry. If there is no network traffic for a particular
MN, for which there exists a binding entry and binding life-
time has expired, then the CN sends BRReq to MN. In the
case, there exists traffic then the CN simply updates the bind-
ing lifetime to its previous value without sending any BRReq
to the MN. The MN upon receiving the BRReq message will
perform the route optimization procedure in whichMBUmes-
sage is sent to the CN directly.

To handle the binding lifetime at the MBG, while MN
sends Add IP Request message to the MBG it adds an option
in it that whether anyMBU message has also been sent to the
CN or not. In the case, option states that a MBU message has
also been sent to the CN then the MBG will forward the
buffered data toMN’s new location and will delete the binding
entry after forwarding all the data. In the other case, when
option states that MN has not sent any MBU message to the
CN, the MBG keeps the binding entry and handles it just like
handled by the CN. Hence, no additional control traffic has
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been introduced by the DIMMP to keep the binding entries
alive at the CN and at the MBG.

Consider a MN that moved from one network to another
and performed the route optimization procedure. Let the bind-
ing lifetime be t seconds and the MN does not move again in a
given time interval T. The number of binding refresh messages
can be approximated as discussed by [65]:

NBR DIMMP ¼ int 3*
T
t
−x


 �
 �
ð21Þ

where:
int is a function that returns the integer value of a given

input.
x is the number of times the CN found network traffic of the

particular binding entry for which the binding lifetime is about
to expire.

The value 3 represents the three messages (BRReq, MBU
and Binding ACK) that will be exchanged to update the bind-
ing entry at the CN.

Assuming that one fourth of the times when binding life-
time was expired, the MN has not found any traffic for that
particular binding entry, then three fourth of the times it found
the network traffic:

x ¼ int
3

4
*
T
t


 �
ð22Þ

The number of binding refresh messages for DIMMP
NBR_DIMMP in Eq. (21) is for the mobility scenarios when
MN moves from one WMN to another and the CN also sup-
ports DIMMP. In the case of intra-WMN mobility or inter-
WMN mobility when CN has no support for DIMMP, there

will be no binding entry at the CN that needs to be refreshed.
Hence, there will be no message exchange in these scenarios.

NBR DIMMP ¼ 0

The overhead of binding refresh in a particular time inter-
val, is:

CBR DIMMP ¼ ∑
j¼1

NBR DIMMP

SBR DIMMP j ð23Þ

where:
CBR_X represents the cost of binding refresh for protocol X.
SBR_X is the total size of all message exchanged to refresh

the bindings.
So, the total additional overhead for Mobile IPv6 and the

DIMMP without any mobility is:

Ad ohDIMMP ¼ ∑
i¼1

NMN

SGW Soli þ ∑
j¼1

NGW

SSol Acki; j

 !

þ ∑
j¼1

NBR DIMMP

SBR DIMMP j ð24Þ

6 Performance analysis and discussions

In this section, the simulation setup details and results are
discussed in three different contexts for the three features of
the proposed DIMMP. The results are presented considering
three perspectives: 1) for distributed mobility anchors, 2) for
managing intra and inter-WMNmobility separately and 3) for

Table 2 Notations used for
modelling protocol signalling
overhead without mobility

Notation Description

Ad_ohX Total overhead cost when MN does not execute handover

CReg_X Cost of registration (HA or MBG registration) for protocol X

CBR_X Cost of performing binding refresh operation for protocol X

SHA_Adv Size of HA advertisement message

SGW_
Sol

Size of Gateway Solicitation message

SSol_
Ack

Size of Solicitation ACK message

SBR_X Size of binding refresh message sent from protocol X

n No. of HA advertisements in a particular time interval

NMN No. of MNs

NGW No. of MBGs

T Time interval for which MN does not move again

t Binding lifetime

x No. of times MN found the traffic for the particular binding entry for which binding lifetime has
expired

NBR_X No. of binding refresh messages for protocol X

int Function that generates the integer value for given input
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the enhanced route optimization and are compared with the
Mobile IPv6 and the IMeX.

6.1 Simulation setup

To evaluate the performance of DIMMP, simulations are carried
out in the NS-2 version ns-2.33. The simulations are performed
on a Dell machine having Intel Core i5–3470 CPU@3.2GHz
processor with installed memory (RAM) of 4.0 GB. Linux
Fedora core 13 64-bit was used as the Operating System with
kernel version 2.6.33.3–85.fc13.x86_64. For the mobility man-
agement, the MobiWAN implementation of RFC 3775 for ns-
2.33 was used. For the simulation of WMN, the IEEE 802.16
Wireless Mesh Networks patch for ns-2.33 was used.
Simulation configurations are shown in Table 3.

Nandiraju et al. [66] discussed in details the Internet traffic
between the mesh clients and the MBG, and highlighted dom-
inance of the peer-to-peer traffic in the WMNs as WMNs are
expected mainly to be a solution for providing last-mile (to
end node) broadband Internet access, resulting most of the
background traffic and the MN’s traffic for handoff was con-
figured to be with the CNs in the wired Internet. The average
values are plotted after running the simulation 10 times.

6.2 Performance evaluation for distributed mobility
anchors

As per the problem discussed in the motivation section, the
existing mobility management protocols were based on the

centralized architecture which resulted in SPOF and
performance degradation. This section discussed the analysis
of the DIMMP for distributed mobility anchors with respect
to handoff latency, signalling overhead, throughput and
packet loss.

6.2.1 Handoff latency comparison

Figure 8 shows the handoff latency as a function of the num-
ber of MNs. For Mobile IPv6 and the IMeX, only a single HA
was configured and all the MNs were attached to that HA.
When all theMNs started the handoff process, they exchanged
the signalling for handoff using home test and CoA test. The
signalling messages of all the MNs for home test were routed
to the CN via the central HA. This created an overhead to
process the home test of all the MNs at the single HA. Also,
the scarce wireless resources of WMN were being requested
by all the MNs. Hence, as the number of MNs initiating the
handoff at the same time increased, the handoff latency also
increased.

The handoff latency of the IMeX has the same behaviour
just like the Mobile IPv6. It also increased with an increase in
the number of theMNs. The only difference of IMeX from the
Mobile IPv6 is that, the IMeX has devised a new mechanism
that attempted to reduce the pre-handoff latencies like: new
access point discovery and attachment delay, IP address ac-
quisition delay, DAD delay and route discovery delay. Using
this mechanism, the IMeX reduced the handoff latency to
some extent as compared to the standard Mobile IPv6, but
the overall handoff latency is still very high. The reason for
this high handoff latency is that, the IMeX used the Mobile
IPv6 as the network layer mobility management protocol for
session redirection where a single HA was handling the mo-
bility signalling. Thus, the signalling done using the Mobile
IPv6 with the IMeX resulted in the higher handoff latency
with an increase in the number of MNs.

The work done by Jiang Xie [7] and Zhao and Xie [32]
discussed that the handoff latency of mobility management

Table 3 Simulation parameters and values

Parameter Value

Simulation area 1600 × 1600 m2

Default transmission range of wireless node 150 m

Wireless channel bandwidth 10Mpbs

Wired links bandwidth 100Mbps

No. of terminal nodes in each WMN 4–53 (varying)

No. of MNs in each WMN 1–50 (varying)

No. of WMNs 2–5 (varying)

No. of MBGs in each WMN 2

No. of MRs in each WMN 10–25 (varying)

No. of FTP traffic sessions 3–10 (varying)

No. of CBR traffic sessions 1–53 (varying)

Simulation time 500 and 1000 s

Simulation time without any data traffic First 15 s

Speed for infrastructure MRs 0 m/s

Speed for MNs 10 m/s

Interface queue type DropTail/PriQueue

Interface queue length 50

Antenna model Antenna/OmniAntenna
Fig. 8 Handoff latency comparison with varying number of MNs
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protocols increases with the increase in the number of wireless
hops. To analyse this effect of the number of hops on the
handoff latency performance, results are plotted in Fig. 9.
The result shows that the handoff latency of Mobile IPv6 is
most affected by the increase in the number of wireless hops
as compared to the other two protocols.

The high effect of the number of wireless hops on the
handoff latency of Mobile IPv6 is due to the reason that, with
Mobile IPv6 the Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) routing protocol was used. AsMobile IPv6 has noth-
ing to do with the routing protocol, hence the AODV broad-
casted the route discovery messages for the discovery of new
path from the MN’s new location to the wired Internet. The
delay in the discovery of the new path is directly proportional
to the number of wireless hops. As the number of wireless
hops increased, the path discovery time also increased with
the AODV that resulted in an increase in the overall handoff
latency for the MN. The handoff latency for the DIMMP also
increased with an increase in the number of hops, but this
increase is less as compared to the standard Mobile IPv6.
The route discovery procedure from the MN’s new location
in DIMMP was handled by the MARs in the WMN. This
reduced the route discovery delay and hence the handoff la-
tency for the DIMMP. The IMeX devised a mechanism that
overcame the broadcasting of route discovery messages using
the Xcast that reduced the delay involved in the WMN but the
delay involved in updating the binding entries at the HA and at
the CN are still there, that resulted in high handoff latency. The
slight increase in the handoff latency with the increase in the
number of wireless hops is due to the increase in the propa-
gation delay on multiple hops.

6.2.2 Signalling overhead comparison

The distribution of mobility anchors controls the signalling
exchange to be either at the local or at the global level.
Without the distribution of mobility anchors, global signalling

is always performed with the centralized mobility anchor
point. The result of cumulative signalling overhead generated
by the mobility management protocols is shown in the Fig. 10.
As the mobility of MN is within the WMN, hence the distri-
bution of mobility anchors resulted in the local handoff sig-
nalling exchange by the DIMMP. On the other hand, Mobile
IPv6 and the IMeX executed the global signalling with com-
plete route optimization using the return routability procedure.

The signalling overhead generated by the DIMMP is high
at start as compared to the other two protocols. This high
overhead is due to the fact that all the MNs using DIMMP
used gateway discovery and registration procedure to keep the
record of the MBGs.

After performing the handoff, the signalling overhead of
IMeX has increased as compared to the Mobile IPv6. The
IMeX has higher overhead because it used the Mobile IPv6
for session redirection and also generated its own notify sig-
nalling messages to communicate with the XGRs in theWMN,
in addition to the signalling messages of the Mobile IPv6.

6.2.3 Throughput comparison

The throughput at the MN is affected due to the mobility. To
analyse this effect, a single handoff was executed at time t =
274 s. During the simulation, the mobility anchor was made
down and at the same time handoff was also triggered. The
purpose of making the mobility anchor down is to observe the
impact of distributed mobility anchors.

The mobility of MNs caused the throughput to be dropped
to zero for all the protocols, as MN became unreachable at the
old location. Figure 11 shows the throughput comparison of
mobility management protocols for distributed mobility an-
chors in case of non-overlapping coverage access regions.
At 274 s the HA was made down and the MN’s movement
for handoff was also started at the same time. So, at 275 s, zero
throughputs can be observed for all the protocols.

Fig. 9 Handoff latency comparison with varying number of wireless
hops Fig. 10 Signalling overhead comparison for distributed mobility anchors
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As theMobile IPv6 and the IMeXwere having dependence
on the central HA (mobility anchor point) for the signalling of
handoff control messages, hence all the messages sent to the
HAwere lost. Also, the home test messages which were sup-
posed to reach the CN via the HAwere not reached. Thus, the
route optimization procedure was not completed and the trans-
mission was not restored, resulting in zero throughput at the
MN for the rest of the simulation time after 275 s.

On the other hand, the throughput at theMNwhile using the
DIMMP also dropped to zero at time 275 s, but due to distrib-
uted mobility anchors the binding update operation was also
performed at the second MBG through the Add IP Request.
The traffic was then routed through the second MBG and the
MN became reachable at the new location. Hence, the through-
put at the MN once again reached to its normal position.

6.2.4 Packet loss comparison

The number of packets lost during the handoff process de-
pends upon the time theMN spends in the handoff. The higher
the handoff latency is higher will be the packet loss. But in the
case of centralized mobility anchor point failure, all packets
destined to the MN will be lost. When MN moved out of the
access network then for a certain period the MN was not
having connectivity in any access network. Also, the mobility
anchor node was unable to forward packets to theMN. Hence,
all the packets destined to theMN in theWMNwere lost. This
can be observed from Fig. 12. At time t = 275 s the packet loss
for all the mobility management protocols increased to the
maximum. The packet loss for the Mobile IPv6 and IMeX
remained at the same level, that is, was equal to the data arrival
rate and all the packets were lost. As bothMobile IPv6 and the
IMeX are dependent on the HA, which is down, hence it
cannot forward the data. Although, the IMeX has devised
Xcast-based data caching and forwarding mechanism but that
mechanism can only be helpful for the intra-WMN mobility
with a common XGR in the old and candidate subnets.

On the other hand, the packet loss for the DIMMP also
increased to some extent but it can be observed that at time
t = 275 s the packet loss is low as compared to the other two
protocols. The reason is that, the WMN was configured with
two MBGs and all the traffic sessions for the MN were not
passing through the single MBG that was failed at t = 274 s.
Some of the traffic sessions were passing through the second
MBG and packets from CN’s were successfully delivered to
nodes which did not move and were residing in their attached
access network. The packets which were passing through the
MBG that has failed were lost. Hence at time t = 275 s a high
packet loss is observed. It can also be observed from Fig. 12
that the packet loss for the DIMMP was decreased after some
time. As DIMMP used distributed mobility anchors, hence the
other MBG was notified about the MN’s mobility through
Add IP Request message.

6.3 Performance evaluation for handling intra
and inter-WMN mobility separately

Mobility across WMNs is of two types: either across access
networks within the WMN or across WMNs. As discussed in
the motivation section that the existing mobility management
protocols handle intra and inter-WMN mobility in the similar
manner which resulted in higher handoff latency and signal-
ling overhead. When the MN moves across networks inside a
single WMN, then the entry and exit points with the wired
Internet remains unchanged. So, utilizing this feature, the
DIMMP managed the intra-WMN mobility with local signal-
ling, while for inter-WMN mobility global signalling in the
wired Internet was performed.

6.3.1 Handoff latency comparison

The handoff latency results for the simulation are shown in
Fig. 13. The handoff latency caused while using the Mobile
IPv6 as the mobility management protocol is highest and

Fig. 11 Throughput comparison for distributed mobility anchors in non-
overlapping coverage access regions

Fig. 12 Packet loss comparison for distributed mobility anchors in non-
overlapping coverage access regions
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remains same in all the scenarios. The major factors for
Mobile IPv6’s higher delay are: the use of return routability
based route optimization procedure and having nomechanism
to reduce the route discovery delay in the WMN from MN to
the MBG. The handoff latency for IMeX is high as well,
because it also used the basic Mobile IPv6 mechanism for
informing the CN about the MN’s mobility. The only delays
that have been reduced by the IMeX are: L2 scanning delay,
L3 handoff detection delay, DAD delay and path discovery
delay from the MN to the MBG in the WMN. In case of intra-
WMN mobility, the reduction or elimination of these four
delay components by the IMeX caused the handoff latency
to decrease as compared to the standard Mobile IPv6.
However, the delay caused due to theMobile IPv6’s signalling
has still not been improved in the IMeX.

Another problem of managing mobility with IMeX is that,
for inter-gateway based handoff if there is no corresponding
XGR that belongs to both the old and new subnets, as in the
case of inter-WMN mobility scenario, then the handoff laten-
cy will be increased. Thus, in case of inter-WMN mobility,
increased handoff latency for the IMeX can be observed from
Fig. 13. Here, the XGRs in the new WMN were not having
information about the mobility of MN, hence they were un-
able to perform the IP address configuration, DAD detection
and routing path discovery in advance.

On the other hand, the handoff latency caused by the
DIMMP is lowest as compared to the other two protocols in
all the three scenarios. For intra-WMN mobility case, the re-
duced handoff latency of DIMMP is due to the fact that
DIMMP only performed local signalling inside the WMN
and there was not signalling exchanged with the CN for the
route optimization procedure. Only the Binding Cache entries
were updated at the MBGs and MBGs started to forward
the data to the MN’s new location using data flow control
procedure. In the case of inter-WMN mobility, the DIMMP
implementation at the MN checked the status of the CN.

When the CN was not DIMMP compatible then the binding
entries were updated at the MBGs of the old WMN only,
without communicating with the CN. In the other case, when
CN was DIMMP compatible, then the enhanced route optimi-
zation procedure was executed.

6.3.2 Signalling overhead comparison

To analyse the signalling overhead of mobility management
protocols, overhead was calculated as a function of the SMR
[63]. The SMR is the ratio between the number of sessions
running atMN to the number of handoffsMN executed during
the simulation.

Figure 14 shows the signalling overhead comparison for
intra-WMN mobility. The signalling overhead with the IMeX
is highest in comparison to the other two protocols. The reason
for this high signalling overhead is the messages exchanged
by the IMeX protocol for notifying the old access point and
the XGR in addition to the standard messages of Mobile IPv6
for updating the binding entries at the HA and at the CN. The

Fig. 13 Handoff latency
comparison for the handling of
intra and inter-WMN mobility
separately

Fig. 14 Signalling overhead comparison for intra-WMN mobility
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signalling overhead of Mobile IPv6 is also high as it used the
route optimization procedure with return routability. On the
other hand, the signalling overhead of DIMMP is lowest. The
reason is that, the MN with DIMMP has not communicated
with the CN rather the mobility was handled locally by the
MBGs.

To evaluate the signalling overhead in the case of inter-
WMN mobility, simulations were performed two times while
making the CN as DIMMP compatible in one setup and non-
compatible in the second setup. The results were obtained
using the signalling overhead model [63]. Figure 15 shows
the signalling overhead comparison for the inter-WMN mo-
bility scenario.

The signalling overheads while using the IMeX and
Mobile IPv6 are same as were in the scenario of intra-WMN
mobility. The reason for this same overhead is that, both pro-
tocols attempted to handle the two types of mobility in the
similar manner irrespective of the type of movement of the
MN. On the other hand, the signalling overhead of the
DIMMP, in this scenario, was dependent on the compatibility
of the CN.When the MNwas communicating with a DIMMP
compatible CN, then the signalling overhead was higher as
compared to the case when theMN communicatedwith a non-
compatible CN.

6.3.3 Packet loss comparison

To analyse the performance of the DIMMP in terms of packet
loss for the handling of intra and inter-WMN mobility sepa-
rately, packet loss is calculated in the form of percentage and
represents the percentage of packets lost in one second.

Figure 16 shows the packet loss comparison for the three
mobility management protocols in the case of intra-WMN
mobility. The packet loss for the DIMMP and the IMeX was
observed minimum. The reason was that, both the DIMMP
and the IMeX used the gateway based and Xcast-based data
caching mechanism respectively that resulted in zero packet

loss due to mobility. On the other hand, the packet loss for the
Mobile IPv6 went high during the handoff.

In the case of inter-WMN mobility, the Mobile IPv6 be-
haved in the similar manner just like discussed above for the
case of inter-WMN mobility. However, the behaviour of the
IMeXwas changed and a high packet loss was observed at t =
275 s that can be observed from Fig. 17. The reason for this
high packet loss for the IMeX in this scenario of inter-WMN is
the fact that IMeX’s Xcast-based caching mechanism only
worked in the case of intra-WMNmobility or when there were
some common XGRs in the old and the visited subnets. As in
this case of inter-WMNmobility, there was no common XGR
between the old and new subnets hence all the packets des-
tined to the MN’s previous location were lost during the hand-
off process.

6.4 Performance evaluation for the enhanced route
optimization

As discussed in the motivation section, theMobile IPv6 used a
return routability based route optimization procedure for

Fig. 16 Packet loss comparison for intra-WMN mobility

Fig. 17 Packet loss comparison for inter-WMN mobilityFig. 15 Signalling overhead comparison for inter-WMN mobility
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direct communication between the MN and CN. This route
optimization results in higher handoff latency and signalling
overhead. To overcome this problem, the DIMMP has pro-
posed a TOTP route optimization procedure. This sub-section
discussed the results of improvements due to enhanced route
optimization.

6.4.1 Handoff latency comparison

To analyse the handoff latency performance of the DIMMP
with enhanced route optimization, we have given a number to
each packet received at the MN in ascending order starting
from 1. So, for each successful packet received at the MN the
counter increased by 1. As the MNs were having CBR traffic
sessions, so the data was arriving at the MN with a constant
rate and the packet arrival rate was not changed until there
became some bottleneck in the network or the MN moved.
In the case of mobility, packets were not received for the time
period the MN was executing the handoff thus resulting in the
disruption of service.

As it is clear from Fig. 13 that the handoff latency for the
DIMMP in the WMN is not affected too much with the status
of CN’s compatibility, hence we can use either the scenario for
compatible CN or non-compatible CN. In the simulation we
have considered the case that CN supported the DIMMP.
Figure 18 shows the result for the increasing number of
packets with time.

The handoff was triggered at time t = 274 s, so at time
275 s, we can observe that the packets were not being received
at the MN. The handoff latency of the IMeX is low as
compared to the Mobile IPv6, but it is still high as compared
to the DIMMP. The reason for the reduction in the handoff
latency of the IMeX as compared to the Mobile IPv6 is that,
the IMeX used Xcast-based routing and caching mechanism
that decreased the route discovery delay from the MN’s new
location. The reason for the high handoff latency of IMeX as
compared to the DIMMP is that, the IMeX used Mobile IPv6

as the network layer mobility management protocol for the
session redirection. As DIMMP used the enhanced route op-
timization process in which the home test and CoA test of
return routability based route optimization has been removed,
hence the low handoff latency is observed.

6.4.2 Signalling overhead comparison

The enhanced route optimization procedure has also reduced
the signalling overhead for the DIMMP. There are two types
of signalling overheads a mobility management protocol
experiences, that is, the signalling overhead due to mobility
and the signalling overhead without mobility.

Signalling overhead due to mobility When a MN moved
across WMNs then the signalling messages exchanged for
the mobility management created overhead. This signalling
overhead due to mobility of MN as a function of the number
of handoffs is shown in Fig. 19. The highest signalling
overhead is generated by the IMeX. The reason for this high
overhead of the IMeX as compared to the Mobile IPv6 is that,

Fig. 19 Signalling overhead due to mobility comparison for enhanced
route optimization

Fig. 18 Handoff latency comparison for enhanced route optimization
Fig. 20 Signalling overhead without mobility comparison for enhanced
route optimization
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the IMeX used the additional signalling messages to inform
the XGRs about the mobility of the MN. These notification
messages were additional to the standard route optimization
messages of the Mobile IPv6.

Signalling overhead without mobility When a MN executes
handoff, then after the handoff theMN has to keep the binding
entry active at the CN so that the data can be redirected to its
new location. For this purpose, mobility management proto-
cols perform the binding refresh operation. The signalling
done for this purpose creates additional overhead in the net-
work without any mobility of that specific MN.

Figure 20 shows the overhead of the binding refresh mes-
sages generated by the mobility management protocol with
varying values of binding lifetime. The Mobile IPv6 and the
IMeX generated high signalling overhead message with the
decrease in the binding lifetime.

The contribution of this work in the form pros and cons for
each feature of DIMMP is shown in Table 4.

7 Conclusion & future research directions

Due to low performance of existing mobility management
protocols in WMN the concept of distributed mobility man-
agement was envisioned. A new Distributed IP-based
Mobility Management Protocol (DIMMP) for service contin-
uation of MNs when they roam across access networks inside
aWMNor acrossWMNs is proposed. DIMMP distributed the
mobility functionality to multiple Mesh Border Gateways
(MBG), Mobility Anchor Routers (MAR) and at the end
nodes, thus reducing chances for a potential single point of
failure. The DIMMP also utilizes the multi-hop routing to
handle the problems of broadcast, route discovery delay and
intra-WMN mobility. An enhanced route optimization proce-
dure is also proposed to reduce the handoff latency and sig-
nalling overhead. Simulations were performed in ns-2 and
obtained results showed that handoff latency and signalling
overhead have been reduced when DIMMP is used in

comparison to Mobile IPv6 and the IMeX in different scenar-
ios. These improvements are due to the facts that DIMMP
distributed the mobility anchors, used MARs to overcome
the problems of broadcast and route discovery delay and the
enhanced TOTP-based route optimization.

As this protocol only covers one aspect of distribution of
mobility functionality to MBGs, MARs and end nodes, hence
research community can extend this distribution to other wire-
less networks or for a generalized solution. In the case of
multi-hop path failure, the existence of multi-paths in the
WMN can also be utilized with the help of Fuzzy Logic based
link status classification and multipath routing to further im-
prove the performance [67–69]. This will also increase the
overall performance for handoff execution in WMNs. Work
can also be done in the area of simultaneous mobility handling
when the two communicating nodes move simultaneously.
Here, the two nodes can use TOTP-based direct communica-
tion between them and may also take help from the distributed
name resolution servers to know the location of each other.
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